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The default set of tests provided inMinitab is illustrated for the case of an individuals orX chart

of a variable with mean 60 and standard deviation 2. Note that, in each case, a pattern of points

that is themirror image in the centre line of that displayedwould provide a second example of a

signal from the corresponding test.
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Exclusive Reader Offer

Minitab� 16 is the leading software for statistics education worldwide. It contains all of the

methods and capabilities essential to teaching and learning statistics, and can be purchased via

affordable term-long rentals. It is the package of choice for more than 4000 colleges and

universities, and is widely used in business and industry, having being used in virtually every

major Six Sigma initiative around the world.

Minitab is easy to use, with powerful graphics capabilities that let you easily create

stunning and informative graphs that bring data to life, helping you to draw valuable insights

from your data and easily interpret your results. Minitab performs all of the functions students

will encounter in any statistics or Six Sigma course, including:

. Hypothesis testing

. Gage reproducibility and repeatability

. Control charts

. Identification of normal/non-normal data

. Process capability

. ANOVA/study of components of variation

. Regression

. Full- and fractional-factorial designed experimentation

. Sample size and power

Minitab 16 also features theAssistant; amenu-based tool designed to guide users through their

analyses, meaning that they can use their data more effectively andmake sound decisions. The

Assistant contains and interactive decision tree that helps you choose the right tools and walks

you through your analysis step-by-step. It has a simplified interface that is easy to understand

and guidelines to ensure your analysis is successful. It even provides interpretation of your

output and comprehensive reports you can use to present your results.

To find out more aboutMinitab 16, take the tour at www.minitab.com/theater, or download

a fully functional free 30-day trial version at www.minitab.com/products/minitab/free-trial.

Academic readers of «INSERT CORRECT BOOK TITLE» are eligible for an exclusive

Minitab offer when they purchase their copy ofMinitab 16. To take advantage of this offer and

buyyour copy ofMinitab 16, contactMinitab’sAcademic Teamby telephone þ 44 (0)24 7643

7500 or by email academic@minitab.co.uk, and quote the special code: ACAD10.

Offer terms: Offer is only valid for Minitab 16 Statistical Software purchased direct with Minitab Ltd. Validation of

full academic status will be required.


